LexisNexis® Academic

Powerful Customized Interface

With guided search tools and the most comprehensive and useable interface on the market, LexisNexis® academic makes it easy to narrow millions of articles to the most relevant pieces of information. To narrow results, you can use the following search operators:

- And
- Or
- Not

For more powerful searching, use the Advanced Search form for more complex queries, query formulation, Boolean searching, and exporting citations. Improved, customized search forms for specific news, legal, and business information make it easy to turn narrow articles into the most relevant pieces of information.

Supporting the Mission of the Academic Library

LexisNexis® Academic provides a full range of credible sources for business information, including business news, financial news, and U.S. and international company financial information from government or private sources, market research, industry reports, and actual SEC filings. Search features permit comparison of companies based on criteria such as sales, income and number of employees. Business news sources include Assistant, Business Wire, and PR Newswire, among others.

For a complete list of the LexisNexis® Academic databases and their contents, visit http://academic.lexisnexis.com today!

LexisNexis® Academic

Your comprehensive search of the academic library is made easy through the LexisNexis® Academic search engine. The search engine provides access to a wide variety of academic sources, including:

- Full-text of more than 750 newspapers
- Over 9,000 individual people, organizations, or companies
- More than 500 magazines and journals
- Full-text of more than 2,000 newsletters, including American Journal of Nursing, Business Week, Entrepreneur, New Republic, Newsweek, and Vanity Fair
- Hard-to-find broadcast transcripts from major networks, including ABC, CBS, CNN, FOX, NBC, and NPR
- Current court cases
- Cases by state, federal, and international courts
- Court decisions, jury verdicts, and more

Students and faculty can locate companies by name or ticker symbol, or link to an advanced search form to include options. Whether a novice researcher or a seasoned professional, he or she will receive targeted, reliable, easy-to-read information, presented in the format they select.

For a trial of LexisNexis® Academic, call 1-800-252-5597 ext. 54846 or visit http://academic.lexisnexis.com today!
Uncover in-depth information from premium full-text sources.

Powerful Source Selection
Search for a source by name or use the source taxonomy to identify sources by type, language, topic, geography, and other facets. The Source Information feature shows LexisNexis coverage details and enables you to determine how frequently it is published, how quickly it is available, who publishes or provides the source, typical content, and searchable document sections.

SmartIndexing Technology
LexisNexis® SmartIndexing Technology™ is at work throughout LexisNexis® to help guide users to the information they need. SmartIndexing applies controlled vocabulary terms to several different taxonomies to all LexisNexis news and business content. Sources are also indexed, making it easy to locate publications in the Source Selection tool by attributes such as publication type, language, geographic region, and more. The taxonomies are built and maintained by the LexisNexis Taxonomies and Indexing team, comprised of information professionals, lawyers, subject matter experts, and analysts. Index terms are assigned using a unique approach that combines the best features of human and automated indexing practices. Index terms are developed and tested by the Taxonomies and Indexing team. These rules are used to assign relevant terms to documents and sources. All news and business content is reindexed every quarter to ensure that indexing is consistent, comprehensive, and up to date.

Flexible Display and Output Options
LexisNexis® Academic offers flexible output options with full-featured tools that allow for printing, emailing and saving. Users with a subscription to RefWorks can export citations directly to their RefWorks account. See www.refworks.com for information on the RefWorks service.

Results Clustering
Results clustering technologies have been steadily gaining popularity with information systems designers and users, and LexisNexis has created an exceptionally powerful implementation based on LexisNexis® SmartIndexing Technology™. When you run a search in LexisNexis Academic, the results are returned in the form shown below. Results clustering provides an instant, multi-faceted analysis of the distribution of hits in each result set. It is a powerful tool that allows users to filter their results as they read the information they need quickly and easily. Results clustering familiarizes new users with the different classes of content in LexisNexis Academic and allows them to visualize the effects of different search strategies.

"... a marvelous selection of full-text publications. No other comparable system offers the breadth and depth of business, news and legal information. Users will love the seven-day/24-hour remote access. Recommended for all academic libraries”
—Library Journal 124/3

For a trial of LexisNexis® Academic, call 1-800-227-9597 ext. 54846 or visit http://academic.lexisnexis.com today!